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ABSTRACT
We present an analysis of Mg II λ2798 and Fe II UV emission lines for archival Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS) quasars to explore diagnostics of the magnesium-to-iron abundance ratio in a broad-
line region cloud. Our sample consists of 17,432 quasars selected from the SDSS Data Release 7
with a redshift range of 0.72 < z < 1.63. A strong anticorrelation between Mg II equivalent width
(EW) and the Eddington ratio is found, while only a weak positive correlation is found between Fe II
EW and the Eddington ratio. To investigate the origin of these differing behaviors of Mg II and
Fe II emission lines, we have performed photoionization calculations using the Cloudy code, where
constraints from recent reverberation mapping studies are considered. We find from calculations that
(i) Mg II and Fe II emission lines are created at different regions in a photoionized cloud, and (ii) their
EW correlations with the Eddington ratio can be explained by just changing the cloud gas density.
These results indicate that the Mg II/Fe II flux ratio, which has been used as a first-order proxy for
the Mg/Fe abundance ratio in chemical evolution studies with quasar emission lines, depends largely
on the cloud gas density. By correcting this density dependence, we propose new diagnostics of the
Mg/Fe abundance ratio for a broad line region cloud. Comparing the derived Mg/Fe abundance
ratios with chemical evolution models, we suggest that α-enrichment by mass loss from metal-poor
intermediate-mass stars occurred at z ∼ 2 or earlier.
Subject headings: galaxies: active — quasars: emission lines — galaxies: abundances
1. INTRODUCTION
Investigating heavy-element abundances of distant ob-
jects over a range of redshift is essential for understand-
ing the history of star formation in the Universe. In par-
ticular, the abundance ratio of α-elements such as O, Ne,
Mg, and so on relative to Fe has drawn intense research
interest. As is commonly known from nucleosynthesis
calculations, type II supernovae (SNe II) from massive
stars mainly supply α-elements, while type Ia supernovae
(SNe Ia) from binary systems mainly supply iron (e.g.,
Nomoto et al. 1997a,b). Since the lifetime of SN Ia is es-
timated to be typically tIa ∼ 1 Gyr
4 (Greggio & Renzini
1983; Matteucci & Greggio 1986) which is 1–2 orders
longer than that of SN II, the iron enrichment should
be delayed behind α, causing a break in [α/Fe]5 at the
elapsed time t ∼ tIa from the formation of the first stars
(e.g., Hamann & Ferland 1993, 1999; Yoshii et al. 1996,
1998). Such a break, although confirmed from observa-
tions of long-lived metal-poor stars in the solar neighbor-
hood, still requires confirmation at high redshift corre-
sponding to t ∼ tIa in the early Universe.
In this context, quasars offer a valuable tool for ex-
ploring the [α/Fe] break at high redshift, because (i)
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4 Recent studies, however, show that the tIa distribution is more
weighted toward a shorter life time for SNe Ia (e.g., Totani et al.
2008; Maoz et al. 2012).
5 [α/Fe] ≡ log(nα/nFe) − log(nα/nFe)⊙, where nx represents
the number density of the element x(= α or Fe).
their spectra show plenty of emission and absorption
lines of metals including α elements and iron, and (ii)
their brightness is great enough to provide spectra of
good quality even from a far distance at z > 7 (e.g.,
Mortlock et al. 2011). Measuring the emission-line flux
ratio is one method that can be used to derive the abun-
dance ratio, and the emission lines from Mg II and Fe II
have been considered as an ideal line pair. Their similar
ionization energies would cause these two ions to coex-
ist at a similar location in a broad-line region (BLR)
cloud. This assumption is partly supported by recent re-
verberation mapping studies, which imply that the Fe II
emission region in quasars exists at a similar location
to Hβ that represents other broad emission lines includ-
ing Mg II (e.g., Chelouche et al. 2014, Shen et al. 2016).6
Therefore, the flux ratio would be at least linearly related
to the abundance ratio (e.g., Hamann & Ferland 1999).
Fe II emission lines observed in quasar spectra were
thus eagerly studied in the 1970s and 1980s (e.g.,
Osterbrock 1977; Phillips 1978a,b; Collin-Souffrin et al.
1979, 1980; Kwan & Krolik 1981; Joly 1981; Grandi
1981). From their photoionization calculations and
comparison with observations, Netzer & Wills (1983)
and Wills et al. (1985) showed that iron is presum-
ably overabundant in comparison with the solar value
for quasars, having large Fe II flux relative to
Mg II. Under these circumstances, the Mg II/Fe II
flux ratio was assumed to be a first-order proxy for
the Mg/Fe abundance ratio, and has been measured
over a wide range of redshift extending to z ∼
6 These reverberation studies, however, do not exclude the pos-
sibility that the Fe II emission region could be twice as large as
that of Hβ, so the locations of the Fe II and Mg II regions may not
be the same (Barth et al. 2013; Chelouche et al. 2014).
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7 (e.g., Kawara et al. 1996; Thompson et al. 1999;
Freudling et al. 2003; Barth et al. 2003; Maiolino et al.
2003; Dietrich et al. 2002, 2003; Iwamuro et al. 2002,
2004; Tsuzuki et al. 2006; Jiang et al. 2007; Kurk et al.
2007; Sameshima et al. 2009; De Rosa et al. 2011, 2014;
and references therein). However, the measured flux ra-
tios show a large scatter beyond measurement errors, es-
pecially at high redshift, preventing us from finding any
signature for the [Mg/Fe] break.
Doubt is then cast on the usual assumption that the
Mg II/Fe II flux ratio is a first-order proxy for the Mg/Fe
abundance ratio (De Rosa et al. 2011). Baldwin et al.
(2004) systematically investigated Fe II emission lines by
using the photoionization Cloudy code combined with
the 371-level Fe+ model (Verner et al. 1999). Their cal-
culations show that the strength of the Fe II emission
lines depends not only on iron abundance, but also on
gas density, the ionization parameter, column density,
and microturbulence. Verner et al. (2003) also argued
the importance of such dependence using their original
830-level Fe+ model. Therefore, the large scatter ob-
served for Mg II/Fe II may be accounted for by the ef-
fects of non-abundance parameters that may differ from
quasar to quasar.
In fact, Dong et al. (2011) found that Mg II/Fe II
strongly correlates with the Eddington ratio. They also
argued that in most plausible scenarios connecting ac-
tive galactic nuclei (AGNs) and starburst activities (e.g.,
Davies et al. 2007), the delay between the two events
is less than 1 Gyr, so α-elements should be enhanced
relative to iron during the active phase of AGNs. An
anticorrelation between Mg II/Fe II and the Eddington
ratio is then naturally expected, whereas the observa-
tion contradicts it. These results imply the existence
of non-abundance parameters that would seriously af-
fect Mg II/Fe II. In summary, there is growing evidence
that the Mg II/Fe II flux ratio is only a “second-order”
proxy for the Mg/Fe abundance ratio. However, there
have been few reports as to whether the abundance infor-
mation can be extracted quantitatively from observables
against these non-abundance effects.
The purpose of this paper is to invent reliable diagnos-
tics of the Mg/Fe abundance ratio for a BLR cloud. A
sufficient number of quasars selected from the Sloan Dig-
ital Sky Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) are analyzed to
measure their Mg II/Fe II flux ratios, and photoioniza-
tion calculations are carried out to interpret Mg II/Fe II
in terms of the Mg/Fe abundance ratio. This paper is
organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the sam-
ple selection and the data reduction of SDSS quasars. In
Section 3, measured emission-line strengths of the SDSS
quasars are summarized. In Section 4, parameter set-
ting for the photoionization model is described, and the
results are given in Section 5. In Section 6, we discuss
the dependence of Mg II/Fe II on non-abundance pa-
rameters, propose new abundance diagnostics for a BLR
cloud, and compare the derived Mg/Fe abundance ra-
tios with chemical evolution models to constrain star
formation history. In Section 7, a summary and con-
clusion are given. Throughout this paper, we assume
ΛCDM cosmology, with ΩΛ = 0.7, ΩM = 0.3, and
H0 = 70 km s
−1 Mpc−1.
2. SDSS DATA ANALYSIS
Our sample is selected from the quasar cata-
log of the SDSS Data Release 7 (DR7), in which
105,783 spectroscopically confirmed quasars are included
(Schneider et al. 2010). The following two criteria are
adopted for our sample selection. Firstly, a rest frame
wavelength range of 2200–3500A˚ is available; this is re-
quired to measure both Fe II and Mg II emission lines,
and the continuum level around them. Since the wave-
length range covered by the spectroscopic observation in
the SDSS DR7 is 3800–9200A˚, this criterion confines the
redshift range within 0.72 < z < 1.63. Secondly, the me-
dian value of the signal to noise ratios (S/Ns) in the en-
tire wavelength range of the SDSS spectra is larger than
10 pix−1; from experience, this is required for accurate
measurement of Fe II and Mg II emission lines. We find
that 17,468 objects fulfill these two criteria. According
to the catalog given by Shen et al. (2011), 254 objects
out of 17,468 are flagged as broad absorption line (BAL)
quasars. Although these BAL quasars are not excluded
in the following analysis, we note that whether or not
these are excluded from our sample affects none of the
conclusions of this paper.
The fluxes of the Mg II and Fe II emission lines are
measured for the selected quasars in almost the same
way as that used by De Rosa et al. (2011). Firstly, the
following continuum model is fitted to each spectrum:
Fλ = F
PL
λ (α, β) + F
BaC
λ + F
FeII
λ (γ), (1)
where FPLλ is a power-law continuum flux emitted from
an accretion disk, FBaCλ is a Balmer continuum flux
and FFeIIλ is a Fe II pseudo-continuum flux. Follow-
ing De Rosa et al. (2011), we adopt the Balmer contin-
uum model given by Grandi (1982) for FBaCλ ; the shape
and the flux ratio against the power-law component are
fixed to those adopted by De Rosa et al. (2011). Unlike
De Rosa et al. (2011), however, we use the Fe II tem-
plate given by Tsuzuki et al. (2006) instead of that of
Vestergaard & Wilkes (2001); this is because the latter
does not cover the wavelength range around the Mg II
emission line. Prior to fitting, the Fe II template is broad-
ened by convolution with a Gaussian function for which
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) is fixed7 at
2,000 km s−1. There are thus three free parameters:
the power-law slope (α), the normalization of the power-
law continuum flux (β), and the normalization of the
Fe II pseudo-continuum flux (γ). The best fit param-
eters are obtained by performing χ2 minimization with
the IDL procedure MPFIT.pro (Markwardt 2009). Fe II
flux is calculated by integrating the fitted Fe II template
in a wavelength range of 2200–3090A˚. Then, fitting of
the Mg II λ2798 emission line is performed; two Gaus-
sians are fitted to the continuum-subtracted spectrum at
the rest frame wavelength range of 2700–2900A˚ with the
MPFIT.pro procedure. Both the flux and the FWHM of
Mg II are calculated from the sum of the two fitted Gaus-
sians. In these processes, there are failures in the fittings
for 36 quasars. However, since the number is too small to
affect the result, we have decided to exclude them from
the following analysis.
7 Note that, as De Rosa et al. (2011) pointed out, the measured
Fe II flux depends very little on the FWHM adopted for the con-
volved Gaussian function.
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The mass of a black hole (BH), or MBH, is estimated
from the Mg II FWHM and the continuum luminos-
ity at 3000A˚ by using the virial mass estimate formula
(Vestergaard & Osmer 2009):
log
(
MBH
M⊙
)
= 6.86 + 2 log
(
FWHM(MgII)
1, 000 km s−1
)
+0.5 log
(
λLλ(3000A˚)
1044 erg s−1
)
. (2)
The Eddington luminosity is defined as the luminosity at
which the radiation force acting on an electron–proton
pair is balanced with the gravitation force exerted on
the pair. For a BLR cloud orbiting the central BH, the
Eddington luminosity is given by
LEdd =
4piGcmp
σe
MBH, (3)
where G is the gravitational constant, c is the speed
of light, mp is the proton mass, and σe is the Thom-
son scattering cross section (Peterson 1997). Following
Shen et al. (2011), we estimate the bolometric luminosity
from the measured monochromatic luminosity at 3000A˚
with the bolometric correction formula:
Lbol = 5.15λLλ(3000A˚). (4)
From equations (2)–(4), the Eddington ratio is written
as
log
(
Lbol
LEdd
)
= −0.249− 2 log
(
FWHM(MgII)
1, 000 km s−1
)
+0.5 log
(
λLλ(3000A˚)
1044 erg s−1
)
. (5)
For all the quasars in our sample, the Eddington ratio is
evaluated using this formula.
In summary, our final sample consists of 17, 432
quasars in the redshift range of 0.72 < z < 1.63. Fig-
ure 1 shows histograms of the measured values of various
quantities such as redshift, monochromatic luminosity at
3000A˚, rest-frame equivalent widths (EWs) of Fe II and
Mg II, BH mass, and the Eddington ratio of our sample of
SDSS quasars. The EWs of Fe II and Mg II emission lines
are calculated by dividing the measured flux by the con-
tinuum flux density at 3000A˚. As previous studies have
pointed out (Marziani et al. 2003; Dong et al. 2011),
MPFIT.pro likely underestimates measurement errors,
because it does not account for potential systematic er-
rors related to, e.g., Fe II pseudocontinuum subtraction.
Therefore, typical measurement errors are estimated by
Monte Carlo simulations (see Sameshima et al. 2011) as
follows: 16% for EW(Fe II), 7.2% for EW(Mg II), 7.9%
for FWHM(Mg II), and 10% for λLλ(3000A˚). Figure 2
plots the measured Mg II/Fe II flux ratios against their
redshifts. It is clear that Mg II/Fe II shows no signifi-
cant evolution at z ∼ 1–2. This result is consistent with
Iwamuro et al. (2002), in whose analysis an earlier ver-
sion of the SDSS data was used.
3. EW(FE II) VERSUS EW(MG II) DIAGRAM
From comparison of the measured values, we find that
EW(Mg II) positively correlates with EW(Fe II), as seen
TABLE 1
Correlations with the Eddington ratio.
Quantity (y) Slope (a) Intercept (b) ρ†
Mg II/Fe II −0.368± 0.005 −0.779± 0.003 −0.73
EW Mg II (A˚) −0.298± 0.005 +1.250± 0.003 −0.64
EW Fe II (A˚) +0.068± 0.007 +2.026± 0.004 +0.08
Note. — Linear regression analysis is performed with
log y = a× logLbol/LEdd + b.
† Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient.
from the log EW(Fe II) versus log EW(Mg II) plot in
Figure 3. To examine how this correlation depends on
the Eddington ratio, we divide our sample into five sub-
samples: (i) Lbol/LEdd < 10
−1.0, (ii) 10−1.0–10−0.75, (iii)
10−0.75–10−0.5, (iv) 10−0.5–10−0.25, and (v) > 10−0.25.
These sub-samples are shown by different colors in Figure
3. It is evident that quasars with larger Lbol/LEdd tend
to have smaller EW(Mg II).
Dependence of Mg II/Fe II, Mg II, and Fe II on
Lbol/LEdd is highlighted in Figure 4. Negative correla-
tion against Lbol/LEdd is clearly seen for Mg II/Fe II and
EW(Mg II). On the other hand, EW(Fe II) has a tenta-
tive, positive correlation with Lbol/LEdd. We have per-
formed linear regression analysis using the BCES(Y|X)
method (Akritas & Bershady 1996), which takes into ac-
count measurement errors on both variables. The result
is summarized in Table 1, where the calculated Spear-
man’s correlation coefficients are also listed.
It is worth mentioning the preceding research by
Dong et al. (2011). They analyzed 4,178 Seyfert 1 galax-
ies and quasars selected from SDSS DR4 for which red-
shifts are z ≤ 0.8. They reported that the Fe II/Mg II
flux ratio positively correlates with the Eddington ratio,
which is consistent with our result. Note that they ana-
lyzed both UV and optical Fe II emission lines, therefore
the redshift range of their sample is restricted. Com-
pared with their analysis, we have used the later ver-
sion of the SDSS data and concentrated on the UV Fe II
emission line, which has increased the sample size by al-
most four times and widened the redshift range. One of
the most interesting results of Dong et al. (2011) is that
narrow Fe II emission in optical has a stronger correla-
tion with the Eddington ratio than Mg II. Whether the
narrow Fe II emission line exists in UV is unclear and
investigating it is beyond the scope of this paper, but we
may safely say that the slight correlation between the UV
Fe II and the Eddington ratio seen in Figure 4 implies
that contribution from the narrow Fe II emission in UV
is small.
The Mg II/Fe II–Lbol/LEdd correlation is thus evident
from observation, but the background physics behind it
has not been well understood so far. In the following part
of this paper, we investigate the origin of such emission-
line correlations with the Eddington ratio.
4. PHOTOIONIZATION CALCULATIONS
Photoionization calculations have been carried out to
investigate how Mg II and Fe II emission lines emitted
from a BLR cloud depend on non-abundance parameters
such as gas density, the ionization parameter, total H
column density, spectral energy distribution (SED) of the
illuminating source, and microturbulence. The values of
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Fig. 1.— Histograms of the measured values for our sample of SDSS quasars: (a) redshift, (b) monochromatic luminosity at 3000A˚, (c)
EW(Fe II), (d) EW(Mg II), (e) BH mass, and (f) Eddington ratio. On each panel except for (a), both the median value and the standard
deviation are given in the upper-right corner in parentheses (median, 1σ).
Fig. 2.— Mg II/Fe II flux ratio versus redshift for our sample of
SDSS quasars. The histograms of flux ratio and redshift are shown
in the right and upper panels, respectively.
these parameters are varied in their plausible respective
ranges in calculations. In this section, we first explain
the constraints on these parameters inferred from recent
studies of BLR reverberation mapping. Then, we explain
our choice of fiducial parameter values for a BLR cloud.
4.1. Constraint on the property of a BLR cloud
inferred from reverberation mapping studies
Recent studies of BLR reverberation mapping (e.g.,
Peterson et al. 2004; Kaspi et al. 2005; Bentz et al. 2006,
2009, 2013) have revealed the so-called radius–luminosity
relationship; the reverberation radius is larger for more
luminous AGNs. From naive theoretical consideration,
R ∝ L0.5 is naturally expected under the assumption
that the central radiation field is the only source of heat-
ing and ionization. In fact, Bentz et al. (2013) measured
Hβ lag times of 41 nearby AGNs from BLR reverbera-
tion mapping observations, and showed that the radius–
luminosity relationship holds for AGNs over four orders
of magnitude in luminosity.
Although there exist few studies of reverberation map-
ping for the Mg II emitting region, Metzroth et al. (2006)
report that the Mg II reverberation radius is almost the
same as Hβ for NGC 4151. Recently, Shen et al. (2016)
report Mg II lag detection of 6 quasars at 0.3 < z < 0.8,
which also supports overlap between the regions in which
Mg II and Hβ originate. Under the situation that no reli-
able lag detection at z > 0.8 is available, it is reasonable
to assume that the Mg II emission line is created in the
same region as Hβ even at z > 0.8. Thus, we assume that
the radius–luminosity relationship for Mg II is the same
as for Hβ given in Bentz et al. (2013), and is written as
RMgII
10 lt-days
= (3.40± 0.20)
[
λLλ(5100A˚)
1044 erg s−1
]0.5
, (6)
where RMgII is the Mg II reverberation radius. Note
that we here adopt the power index of 0.5, as theoreti-
cally expected. The coefficient in equation (6) is deter-
mined by fitting a slope-fixed straight line to the data of
Bentz et al. (2013).
This radius–luminosity relationship places an impor-
tant constraint on the physical quantities of a BLR cloud.
Let U be the ionization parameter defined as
U =
Φ(H)
nHc
, (7)
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Fig. 3.— EW(Mg II) versus EW(Fe II) diagram. The SDSS quasars from our sample in different ranges of the Eddington ratio are colored
accordingly: Lbol/LEdd < 10
−1.0 (purple), 10−1.0–10−0.75 (blue), 10−0.75–10−0.5 (green), 10−0.5–10−0.25 (brown), and > 10−0.25 (red).
Linear regression analyses are performed for these sub-samples, and the results are given in the inset in the upper-left corner.
Fig. 4.— Dependence of emission-line strength on the Eddington ratio for our sample of SDSS quasars. (a) Mg II/Fe II, (b) EW(Mg II),
(c) EW(Fe II). The contours indicate local data point densities with a grid size of ∆ = 0.01 dex. The dashed line indicates a linear regression
line. The typical size of measurement errors are indicated at the corner of each panel.
where nH is the hydrogen number density of the gas, c
is the speed of light, and Φ(H) is the incident hydrogen-
ionizing photon flux. Furthermore, Φ(H) can be reduced
to
Φ(H) =
∫ ∞
ν0
Fν
hν
dν =
1
4piR2
∫ ∞
ν0
Lν
hν
dν ≡
Q(H)
4piR2
, (8)
where ν0 is the frequency corresponding to the ionization
energy of H0 (13.6 eV), Fν is the flux density of the
incident continuum at the illuminated face of a cloud,
Lν is the luminosity of the central source at frequency
ν, and Q(H) is the number of hydrogen-ionizing photons
emitted per second from the source. From equations (6)–
(8), the product of nH and U for the Mg II emitting
region yields
nHU = (3.42±0.40)×10
−2
(
Q(H)
λLλ(5100A˚)
)
cm−3, (9)
where the term Q(H)/λLλ(5100A˚) depends only on the
SED of the incident continuum.
Following the user manual of the Cloudy code (last
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described by Ferland et al. 2013), we have modeled the
SED of an AGN as follows:
Fν = ν
αuv exp(−hν/kTBB) exp(−kTIR/hν) + aν
αx ,
(10)
where the first term on the right-hand side indicates
the so-called big blue bump component, and the second
term indicates the non-thermal X-ray component. The
former is modeled as a power law with the index αuv,
which has exponential cutoffs at the energies of kTBB
and kTIR; the latter is modeled as a power law with the
index αx, which is truncated at energies less than 1.36
eV in order to prevent it from extending into the in-
frared part, and falls off as ν−2 at energies larger than
100 keV. The coefficient a, which determines a fraction
between the two components, is uniquely determined if
the well-used optical to X-ray spectral index αox
8 and
the spectral indices αuv, αx are once specified. Follow-
ing Korista et al. (1997), we adopt αox = −1.40, αuv =
−0.50, αx = −1.0, TBB = 10
6 K, and kTIR = 0.136 eV
to reproduce the SED of a typical AGN. This results in
a = 3.5×106 and Q(H)/λLλ(5100A˚) = 8.36×10
10 erg−1.
Substituting the latter value into equation (9), we obtain
nHU = (2.86 ± 0.33)× 10
9 cm−3 or nHU ∼ 10
9.5 cm−3.
To evaluate the dependence of SED diversity observed in
quasars (e.g., Richards et al. 2006), we have varied the
X-ray power-law index αx and the spectral index αox in
a wide range of −2 ≤ αx ≤ 0 and −2 ≤ αox ≤ −1, re-
spectively, from the above SED. The resultant value of
nHU , however, changes only by 0.2 dex. It is thus ap-
propriate to assume that all quasars in our sample follow
nHU ∼ 10
9.5 cm−3. We note that this constraint is al-
ways taken into account in the following photoionization
calculations of the Mg II and Fe II emission lines.
4.2. Parameter setting
We use the photoionization simulation code ofCloudy
version 13.02, combined with the 371 level Fe+ model
that includes all energy levels up to 11.6 eV (Verner et al.
1999). The parameters for a BLR cloud required to run
the code are the hydrogen gas density nH, the ionization
parameter U , the SED of the illuminating source, the
elemental abundance in the gas, and the column density
that determines the outer edge of the cloud.
From the measured emission-line strengths and their
ratios, the BLR gas density is estimated to be nH = 10
10–
1012 cm−3 (e.g., Rees et al. 1989; Ferland et al. 1992;
Baldwin et al. 1996). A fiducial value of the ioniza-
tion parameter is estimated to be U ∼ 10−1 (e.g.,
Baskin et al. 2014), but Matsuoka et al. (2007) report
that an O I emitting region in the BLR cloud, from which
the Mg II and Fe II emission lines are also expected to
originate, has a value of U ∼ 10−2.5. Combining these
implications and the constraint nHU = 10
9.5 cm−3 in-
ferred from the reverberation mapping studies, we adopt
nH = 10
11 cm−3 and U = 10−1.5 as the fiducial parame-
ter values.
The SED of the illuminating source is set as in the pre-
vious section to reproduce the SED of a typical AGN, i.e.,
equation (10) and the following parameters are adopted:
αox = −1.40, αuv = −0.50, αx = −1.0, TBB = 10
6 K,
and TIR = 0.136 eV.
8 αox ≡ log
[
fν(2 keV)/fν(2500A˚)
]
/ log(403.3).
TABLE 2
Solar abundance
Element logn Element logn Element logn
H 0.00 Na −5.76 Sc −8.85
He −1.07 Mg −4.40 Ti −7.05
Li −10.95 Al −5.55 V −8.07
Be −10.62 Si −4.49 Cr −6.36
B −9.30 P −6.59 Mn −6.57
C −3.57 S −4.88 Fe −4.50
N −4.17 Cl −6.50 Co −7.01
O −3.31 Ar −5.60 Ni −5.78
F −7.44 K −6.97 Cu −7.81
Ne −4.07 Ca −5.66 Zn −7.44
Note. — The values indicate the logarithmic number density
relative to hydrogen.
Although there are only a few studies of observational
constraints on the column density of the BLR cloud,
many photoionization calculations assume that NH =
1023 cm−2 (e.g., Baldwin et al. 1995, 2004; Korista et al.
1997; Matsuoka et al. 2008). Sameshima et al. (2011)
proposed that the optical Fe II to UV Fe II flux ratio
can be used as a column density indicator; they found
its median value for 884 SDSS DR5 quasars to be NH =
1022.8 cm−2. Accordingly, we adopt NH = 10
23 cm−2 as
the fiducial value.
For chemical composition, we assume the solar abun-
dances of Asplund et al. (2009) as the fiducial, which are
summarized in Table 2. Since Fe and Mg are refractory
elements, their abundances would be largely affected by
dust depletion. However, we conclude that ignoring the
dust depletion in our simulations is reasonable for the
following reason. Shields et al. (2010) proposed that the
strength of optical Fe II emission lines in AGNs, which
may originate from outside the BLR, may largely result
from different degrees of the Fe depletion into dust grains.
On the other hand, they also proposed that UV Fe II
emission lines, which have been measured in this paper,
originate in the BLR where dust grains evaporate, and
are little affected by the dust depletion.
For metallicity, many studies suggest super-solar values
for BLR clouds. For example, Hamann et al. (2002) esti-
mated the BLR metallicity from emission lines to be 1–3
Z⊙. Using similar methods, Nagao et al. (2006) reported
that the typical metallicity of 2.0 < z < 4.5 quasars is
∼ 5Z⊙. Since the redshift of our sample is relatively low
(0.72 < z < 1.63), we here adopt Z = 3Z⊙ as a fiducial
value.
Most of the Fe II emission lines are emitted from colli-
sionally excited levels. However, observed spectra show
some Fe II emission lines from upper levels which are
too high to have been collisionally excited by thermal
electrons. This problem was overcome by adding mi-
croturbulence9 to strengthen the photon pumping effect
(e.g., Netzer & Wills 1983). From systematic photoion-
ization calculations, Baldwin et al. (2004) showed that
vturb ≥ 100 km s
−1 is needed to reproduce the observed
Fe II spectral feature of a narrow-line Seyfert galaxy
I Zw 1. In their recent study on Fe II emission in
AGNs, Ferland et al. (2009) adopted vturb = 100 km s
−1.
9 Magnetehydrodynamic waves are proposed as the origin of
microturbulence for BLR clouds (Rees 1987; Bottorff & Ferland
2000), but it still remains an open research problem.
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TABLE 3
Parameters of the baseline model for a BLR cloud
Parameter Fiducial value
Hydrogen gas density nH 10
11 cm−3
Ionization parameter U 10−1.5
Column density NH 10
23 cm−2
SED Korista et al. (1997)
Elemental abundance pattern xi,⊙ Solar (Table 2)
Metallicity Z 3Z⊙
Microturbulence vturb 100 km s
−1
Therefore, we adopt vturb = 100 km s
−1 as the fiducial
value.
The fiducial parameter values of the baseline model
are listed in Table 3. To investigate the parameter de-
pendence, each parameter value is varied while other pa-
rameters are fixed in Cloudy.
5. RESULTS
5.1. Ionization structure
The calculated ionization structure and electron tem-
perature distribution in the BLR cloud for the baseline
model are shown in Figure 5; the result for H and He
is shown in the upper panel, while that for Mg and Fe
is shown in the lower panel. Hydrogen is fully ionized
from the cloud surface up to a depth of D ∼ 1011 cm,
and is partially ionized in the deeper region. Because of
the similarity in the ionization energies of Fe and Mg,10
both Fe II and Mg II have generally been assumed to
originate from the partially ionized zone (hereafter PIZ).
However, the lower panel of Figure 5 indicates that an
Mg+ ion can survive in the fully ionized zone (hereafter
FIZ) where almost all iron is ionized to Fe2+ or higher
ion stages.
The difference between the ionization stages of Mg and
Fe in the FIZ is explained as follows. Since thermal elec-
trons at Te ∼ 10
4 K do not have enough energy to col-
lisionally ionize these ions, the ionization stage is sub-
stantially determined by a balance between photoioniza-
tion and recombination. Figure 6 shows the photoion-
ization cross sections of Fe+ and Mg+ as a function of
photon energy, taken from Verner et al. (1996). While
their threshold energies of ionization are similar (∼ 15
eV), the photoionization cross section of Fe+ is 1–2 or-
ders of magnitude larger than that of Mg+. Therefore,
the ionization stage of Fe is higher than that of Mg at
the same cloud depth in the FIZ.
5.2. Line emissivity
The calculated emissivities of the Mg II and Fe II lines
for the baseline model are shown as a function of cloud
depth in the upper panel of Figure 7. Note that the ver-
tical axis is the line emissivity multiplied by the escape
fraction β and the cloud depth D. As expected, the Fe II
flux originates in the PIZ where the lines are mostly cre-
ated. On the other hand, the emissivity of the Mg II line
peaks in the FIZ, meaning that the Mg II flux originates
in the FIZ, but not in the PIZ where Mg predominantly
10 From Verner et al. (1996), the ionization energies of Fe in two
different ion stages are 7.902 eV (Fe0) and 16.19 eV (Fe+), and
those of Mg are 7.646 eV (Mg0) and 15.04 eV (Mg+).
Fig. 5.— Ionization structure of a photoionized BLR cloud. Top:
Fraction of H (dotted lines) and He (dashed lines) ions as a function
of cloud depth from the illuminated face. The solid line indicates
the electron temperature. Bottom: The same as the top panel, but
for Fe+ (dotted line) and Mg+ (dashed line) ions.
Fig. 6.— Photoionization cross section as a function of photon
energy, taken from Verner et al. (1996). The solid and dashed lines
indicate Fe+ and Mg+, respectively
exists in the form of Mg+ ions. This is more clearly
shown in the lower panel of Figure 7, where the vertical
axis indicates the cumulative flux fraction.
The occurrence of the Mg II emissivity peak in the
FIZ is explained as follows. First of all, since the Mg
abundance is several orders smaller than H and He, the
recombination of electrons with Mg2+ into the excited
state of Mg+ is superseded by collisional excitation of
Mg+ with electrons. Consider that an ion in the lower
level 1 is excited to the upper level 2 by collision with
electrons. Then, the excitation rate is written as nen1q12,
where ne is the electron density, n1 is the ion density
in level 1, and q12 is the rate coefficient for collisional
excitation from level 1 to level 2 given by
q12 =
8.629× 10−6
T
1/2
e
Υ(1, 2)
ω1
exp(−χ/kTe), (11)
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Fig. 7.— Top: Line emissivity as a function of cloud depth D
for Fe II (solid line) and Mg II (dashed line). The vertical axis
indicates DβJ , where β is an escape probability of the photon, and
J is an emissivity. Note that an emergent emission-line flux can
be calculated by
∫
DβJd(lnD). The vertical dotted line indicates
a boundary between the FIZ on the left and the PIZ on the right.
Bottom: The same as the top panel, but the vertical axis indicates
a cumulative flux fraction.
Fig. 8.—Mg II collisional excitation rate as a function of electron
temperature. The line-filled and gray-filled areas indicate approx-
imate ranges of electron temperature for the FIZ and the PIZ,
respectively.
where Te is the electron temperature, ω1 is a statisti-
cal weight of level 1, χ is the excitation energy, and
Υ(1, 2) is a collision strength that varies slowly with Te
(Osterbrock & Ferland 2006). Figure 8 shows q12 as a
function of Te for the Mg II λ2798 emission line. It is
evident that the rate coefficient at Te ∼ 10
4 K in the
FIZ is about two orders larger than at Te ∼ 5× 10
3 K in
the PIZ. In addition, the self absorption of line photons
by abundant Mg+ from the PIZ diminishes the emer-
gent Mg II flux in that zone. As a result, the Mg II line
emissivity peaks in the FIZ.
5.3. Dependence on non-abundance parameters
The calculated results for parameter dependence of
emission lines are summarized in Figure 9. Each panel
of this figure shows how the EWs of Mg II and Fe II, as
well as the Mg II/Fe II flux ratio, change with the change
of one particular parameter, while other parameters are
fixed to their fiducial values of the baseline model. In the
following, we explain the results for changing the hydro-
gen gas density nH, the column density NH, the SED of
the incident continuum, and the microturbulence vturb.
The nH dependence is shown in panel a of Figure 9.
Note that nH and U are varied simultaneously to keep
their product constant (nHU = 10
9.5 cm−3), according
to the BLR reverberation constraint (see Section 4.1). As
can clearly be seen, EW(Mg II) increases with increasing
nH, while EW(Fe II) hardly changes with it. The physi-
cal reason for this is clear. In the FIZ, as nH increases,
Te decreases and the fraction of Mg
+ ions increases (see
Figure 10). This is due to enhanced recombination of
Mg2+ + e− → Mg+ for lower Te because its rate is pro-
portional to Te
−1/2. On the other hand, in the PIZ, Te
hardly changes, so that the fraction of Fe+ and Mg+ ions
keeps almost unchanged. As a result, the strength of the
Mg II emission line from the FIZ increases, while that
of the Fe II emission line from the PIZ is kept almost
constant.
The NH dependence is shown in panel b of Figure 9.
For NH . 10
22 cm−2, both EW(Mg II) and EW(Fe II)
change drastically. The Fe II emission line does not
emerge from the PIZ, because the PIZ is not formed for
such lower NH and the gas is fully ionized throughout the
cloud. Furthermore, below NH ∼ 10
22 cm−2, the Mg II
emission line does not emerge from the FIZ, because the
FIZ is not extended deeply enough to reach the Mg II
line-forming region. The fact that most quasars show
both Mg II and Fe II emission lines suggests that BLR
clouds generally have NH & 10
22 cm−2. As NH increases
beyond 1022 cm−2, the size of the PIZ increases. As a
result, the strength of the Fe II emission line from the
PIZ increases, while the strength of the Mg II emission
line from the FIZ is unaffected. Note that Ferland et al.
(2009) similarly argued for the NH dependence of the
emission line for Fe II, but not Mg II.
The results for varying the X-ray power-law index αx
and the spectral index αox, both of which effectively de-
termine the strength of the SED at & 1 keV, are shown
in panels c and d of Figure 9. Our photoionization cal-
culations show that both EW(Mg II) and EW(Fe II) do
not change very much with varying αx and αox. In par-
ticular, the changes of EW(Mg II) and Mg II/Fe II with
the X-ray SED are too small to reproduce their observed
ranges. Similar results are also reported by Shields et al.
(2010). Because incident X-ray photons are widely as-
sumed as the main heating source in the PIZ, it may
seem strange that the Fe II emission depends little on the
X-ray SED. In fact, our calculations indicate that harder
SED gives rise to larger electron density and hence more
cooling by Fe+ ions especially at large cloud depth in
the PIZ. However, the emissivities of those additionally
created UV Fe II photons at large cloud depth are quite
small due to their large optical depths there (see Fig-
ure 7). As a result, the emissivity of UV Fe II emission
line as a whole is little affected by the X-ray SED of an
illuminating source.
The dependence on the UV power-law index αuv is
shown in panel e of Figure 9. As indicated in the figure,
EW(Fe II) decreases with αuv. This is mainly due to less
incident photons having the energy less than 13.6 eV
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Fig. 9.— Dependence of the emission line on non-abundance parameters of the BLR cloud. Each panel shows the dependence on each
parameter: (a) hydrogen gas density nH, (b) hydrogen column density NH, (c) X-ray power-law index αx, (d) optical to X-ray spectral
index αox , (e) UV power-law index αuv and (f) microturbulence vturb. The dash-dotted, dashed, and thick lines indicate EW(Fe II),
EW(Mg II), and Mg II/Fe II, respectively. The vertical dotted line indicates the fiducial value of each parameter.
Fig. 10.— Change of electron temperature and ionization struc-
ture for different values of the BLR gas density. The horizontal
axis indicates the relative depth of a cloud that is normalized at
the ionization front. The vertical axes indicate electron temper-
ature (top panel) and fractions of Fe+ (middle panel) and Mg+
(bottom panel). The solid and dashed lines shown on each panel
are for nH = 10
11 cm−3 and 1012 cm−3, respectively.
for larger αuv. Those low-energy photons can penetrate
the FIZ and photoexcite Fe+ ions in the PIZ. There-
fore, continuum pumping of Fe+ ions and the resulting
Fe II emission lines decrease when αuv increases. On
the other hand, our photoionization calculations indicate
that EW(Mg II) increases with αuv. Moreover, we find
that the line flux of Mg II hardly changes with αuv; this
result is understandable, because Mg II emission lines are
mainly created at the FIZ which is transparent to those
low energy photons with E . 13.6 eV. Thus, the increase
of EW(Mg II) with αuv is mainly due to the decrease of
continuum flux at 3000A˚.
The vturb dependence is shown in panel f of Figure
9. Larger vturb gives rise to larger EW(Mg II) and
EW(Fe II); this is because the local velocity difference in
the moving medium decreases the self-absorption of the
line photons, which causes them to escape more easily
from the cloud. However, by calculating the Mg II/Fe II
flux ratio, such vturb dependence for each of the EWs is
largely cancelled out. The resultant ratio hardly changes
with vturb.
6. DISCUSSION
6.1. Density dependence of the Mg II/Fe II flux ratio
The assumption that the Mg II/Fe II flux ratio is a
first-order proxy for the Mg/Fe abundance ratio would
hold only if the Mg II and Fe II emission lines were found
to originate from the same region owing to their sim-
ilar ionization energies (e.g., Hamann & Ferland 1999).
However, the result of our photoionization calculations
shown in Figure 7 is highly suggestive of a difference in
the emergent zone between the Mg II and Fe II emis-
sion lines; Mg II flux comes mostly from the FIZ, while
Fe II flux comes from the PIZ. As can be seen from Fig-
ure 10, the ionization structure of a BLR cloud depends
on the non-abundance parameter of nH, and more im-
portantly, this nH dependence for the FIZ is different
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Fig. 11.— Distance to BLR clouds from the central source plotted
against the Eddington ratio. The filled and open circles show the
data taken from Bentz et al. (2009), and their black hole masses
are retrieved from Peterson et al. (2004). The dashed line indi-
cates the linear regression line. The open circles are removed from
the regression analysis because of poor-quality lag measurement
(IC 4329A and NGC 4593) and contamination from the nuclear
starburst ring (NGC 7469).
from that for the PIZ. Thus, our result invalidates the
assumption of Mg II/Fe II ∝ Mg/Fe, and indicates that
the Mg II/Fe II flux ratio strongly depends on some non-
abundance parameter other than the Mg/Fe abundance
ratio. Our result therefore supports similar arguments
previously given by other authors (e.g., Dong et al. 2011;
De Rosa et al. 2011).
The Mg/Fe abundance ratio can then be derived from
the Mg II/Fe II flux ratio after the effects of some
non-abundance parameter, yet to be identified as a
main driver of the existing correlations among observ-
able quantities of quasars, have been properly corrected.
Comparison of Figures 4 and 9 hints at a way of iden-
tifying such a parameter. Figure 4 indicates that Mg II
emission-line flux correlates with Lbol/LEdd, but Fe II
emission-line flux does not. From the result of our
photoionization calculations in Figure 9, those trends
with Lbol/LEdd are fully reproduced solely by chang-
ing nH, when an anticorrelation exists between nH and
Lbol/LEdd. On the other hand, those trends are not
reproduced by changing either NH, the SED, or vturb.
Therefore, it is reasonable to proceed with a hypothe-
sis that the non-abundance parameter to be identified is
mainly the BLR gas density that anticorrelates with the
Eddington ratio, and the observed diversity of Mg II flux
is partly attributed to object to object variation of the
BLR gas density in quasars.
Our hypothesis of anticorrelation between nH and
Lbol/LEdd could be supported by the following dis-
cussion. For our sample of SDSS quasars, we obtain
EW(Mg II) ∝ (Lbol/LEdd)
−0.30 (Figure 4 and Table
1), and from our photoionization calculations, we find
EW(Mg II) ∝ nH
0.34 (Figure 9). These two relations are
combined to give nH ∝ (Lbol/LEdd)
−0.88. On the other
hand, Rees et al. (1989) argued that the BLR gas density
decreases with the increasing radial distance of the cloud
away from the AGN center, i.e., nH ∝ R
−s (1 < s < 2.5).
Therefore, our hypothesis requires R ∝ (Lbol/LEdd)
b,
provided b = 0.88/s. We can check this requisite us-
ing the reverberation mapping data given in Bentz et al.
Fig. 12.— EW(Mg II) versus EW(Fe II) diagram. Top: The
measured EW(Mg II)s for our sample of SDSS quasars are plotted
against the measured EW(Fe II)s. Quasars are colored differently
according to the different ranges of the Eddington ratio. Bottom:
The EW(Mg II)s corrected for the density effect using equation
(12) are plotted against the measured EW(Fe II)s as gray dots.
The contours indicate local data point densities with a grid size of
∆ = 0.01 dex. The dashed line indicates a linear regression line.
(2009).11 The result is shown in Figure 11, where a pos-
itive correlation is clearly seen. A linear regression anal-
ysis gives b = 0.48, leading to s = 0.88/0.48 ∼ 1.8 within
the limits of s in accordance with Rees et al. (1989). In
this way, our hypothesis of anticorrelation between nH
and Lbol/LEdd is well confirmed by the data.
6.2. Heavy-element abundance diagnostics with Mg II
and Fe II emission lines
Establishing a method of deriving heavy-element abun-
dances of a BLR cloud is the most important problem
in chemical evolution studies using quasars. For a long
time, the Fe II/Mg II flux ratio has been used as a proxy
for the Fe/Mg abundance ratio. However, as described in
the previous section, we have reached the conclusion that
the strength of the Mg II emission line strongly depends
on the non-abundance parameter of the BLR gas density.
Accordingly, the Mg II/Fe II flux ratio, unless corrected
for the density effect, can never be used as a measure of
the Mg/Fe abundance ratio. In this section, we describe
a conversion of flux to abundance for quasars.
The first step is to correct EW(MgII) for the density
effect, by scaling the observed EW(MgII) values of all
11 The latest work on the radius–luminosity relationship by re-
verberation mapping measurement is given by Bentz et al. (2013),
where six AGNs are newly added to those in Bentz et al. (2009).
However, their black hole masses are not given, and it is not possi-
ble to estimate their Eddington ratios. Therefore, in this study, we
use the data of Bentz et al. (2009) for which all black hole masses
are available from Peterson et al. (2004).
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Fig. 13.— Logarithmic abundance ratio [Mg/Fe] as a function
of r which represents the fraction of the SN Ia contribution in the
abundance pattern. The solid and dashed lines indicate the results
where the abundance pattern of SN II ejecta has been taken from
Nomoto et al. (1997a) and Woosley & Weaver (1995), respectively.
quasars to those for the reference value of the Eddington
ratio. The corrected EW(MgII) is given by
EW(MgII)c = EW(MgII)
(
〈Lbol/LEdd〉
Lbol/LEdd
)−0.30
, (12)
where 〈Lbol/LEdd〉 = 10
−0.55 is adopted as a median
value of the measured Eddington ratios of the sample
quasars (see Figure 1). Figure 12 shows the observed
EW(Mg II) versus EW(Fe II) diagram in the upper panel,
and the corrected EW(Mg II)c versus EW(Fe II) diagram
in the lower panel. Obviously, the scatter in the corrected
EW(Mg II) data is, as a matter of course, decreased.
The second step is to bring about one-to-one corre-
spondence between the (Mg/Fe, Fe/H) abundance pair
and the (EW(Mg II)c, EW(Fe II)) pair, by running the
Cloudy simulation code with other non-abundance pa-
rameters fixed to the fiducial values given in Table 3. For
realistic simulations with the heavy-element abundance
pattern of stellar origin, we mix the yield patterns of
SN Ia and SN II, following Tsujimoto et al. (1995). The
ejecta masses of heavy elements for SN Ia are adopted
from the W7 model in Nomoto et al. (1997b), and those
for SN II are adopted from Nomoto et al. (1997a) and
Woosley & Weaver (1995). Since the ejecta mass of each
element for SN II depends on the mass of the progeni-
tor star, we calculate the mean ejecta mass weighted by
an initial mass function (IMF) of stars. Then the mean
ejecta mass for the ith heavy element is given by
Mi,II =
∫ mmax
mmin
Mi,II(m)m
−(1+µ)dm
∫ mmax
mmin
m−(1+µ)dm
, (13)
where m is the mass of the progenitor star, Mi(m) is
the ith heavy-element mass produced in a main-sequence
star of mass m, mmin and mmax are the lower and upper
progenitor masses, and µ is the power index of the IMF.
In this paper, we adopt (mmin,mmax) = (10M⊙, 50M⊙)
and µ = 1.35, which represents the Salpeter IMF.
We introduce a parameter r for the mass fraction con-
tributed by SN Ia per unit mass of all heavy elements.
Then, the heavy-element abundance pattern is written
as
xi = rxi,Ia + (1− r)xi,II, (14)
where xi,Ia ≡ Mi,Ia/
∑30
i=6Mi,Ia and xi,II ≡
Mi,II/
∑30
i=6Mi,II. Note that since the elements given in
Nomoto et al. (1997a) are from C to Zn, the index i in
the above summation starts from 6 and ends at 30. The
abundance ratio between Mg and Fe is equal to xMg/xFe,
and in the following, for the sake of brevity, we denote
Mg/Fe as the Mg/Fe abundance ratio in units of the solar
ratio:
Mg/Fe ≡ (xMg/xFe)÷ (xMg,⊙/xFe,⊙), (15)
where xi,⊙ ≡ Mi,⊙/
∑30
i=6Mi,⊙ is the solar metal mass
fraction calculated from Asplund et al. (2009). Accord-
ingly, note that Mg/Fe ≡ 10[Mg/Fe]. Figure 13 shows the
logarithmic abundance ratio [Mg/Fe] as a function of r.
We calculate the abundance pattern for the specific val-
ues of r corresponding to Mg/Fe=1/10, 1/8, 1/6, 1/4,
1/2, 1, 2, and 4, plus the case of r = 0 that stands for
the pure SN II pattern. Tables 4 and 5 give the numer-
ical form of the SN abundance pattern, using the SN II
yields of Nomoto et al. (1997a) and Woosley & Weaver
(1995), respectively.
In this study, for each of the xi patterns having differ-
ent Mg/Fe values as above, we run the Cloudy code by
scaling xi so that the resultant grid of Fe/H is from 10
−1
to 10+2 with a step of 0.2 dex to reflect the metallicity
variation, with the shape of the xi pattern unchanged.
The results of the Cloudy calculations are shown in Fig-
ure 14 for the case of Nomoto et al. (1997a) and Fig-
ure 15 for the case of Woosley & Weaver (1995), where
the (Mg/Fe, [Fe/H]) grid is displayed on the corrected
EW(Mg II)c versus EW(Fe II) diagram (top panel). A
point to be noted here is that the Cloudy code is run
with a covering factor of unity and the calculated EWs
must be adjusted to the observation by scaling the cov-
ering factor of a BLR cloud. We find that the (Mg/Fe,
[Fe/H]) grid with a covering factor of 0.13 nicely covers
the measured EWs. This low value is fully consistent
with previous independent reports (e.g., Peterson 1997,
Netzer 2013), and is therefore used in Figures 14 and 15.
A small fraction of measured EWs, however, lie outside
the grid corresponding to the maximum Mg/Fe value ex-
pected from the pure SN II yields. This can be solved by
placing more weight on massive progenitor and extending
the grid towards larger Mg/Fe values. Additional calcu-
lations with increasing mmin beyond 10M⊙ in equation
(13) are performed while fixing mmax = 50M⊙. The
additional abundance patterns are tabulated in Tables
4 and 5, and the additional grids calculated with these
abundance patterns are shown in gray in Figures 14 and
15.
The result that the measured EWs are covered by
the (Mg/Fe, [Fe/H]) grid for reasonable respective
ranges of Mg/Fe and [Fe/H] justifies our conversion of
(EW(Mg II)c, EW(Fe II) to (Mg/Fe, [Fe/H]). As can
be seen from Figures 14 and 15, the lines of constant
Mg/Fe are slightly curved, non-orthogonal to those of
constant [Fe/H], and inclined to the major axis of distri-
bution of the measured EWs. Therefore, Mg/Fe, as well
as [Fe/H], is a non-linear function of EW(Mg II)c and
EW(Fe II). For reference, Figures 14 and 15 show the de-
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TABLE 4
Elemental abundance pattern for different mixtures of SN Ia and SN II: Nomoto et al. (1997a)
Mg/Fe† 1/10 1/8 1/6 1/4 1/2 1 1.781 2 4 6 8 10
(r,Mmin/M⊙) (0.653, 10) (0.585, 10) (0.495, 10) (0.372, 10) (0.191, 10) (0.066, 10) (0, 10) (0, 10.53) (0, 14.07) (0, 16.45) (0, 19.20) (0, 24.78)
C −4.91 −4.88 −4.84 −4.76 −4.58 −4.36 −4.16 −4.05 −3.68 −3.56 −3.53 −3.50
N −8.52 −8.41 −8.27 −8.08 −7.76 −7.45 −7.20 −6.14 −5.47 −5.52 −5.65 −5.89
O −4.03 −3.94 −3.81 −3.64 −3.34 −3.04 −2.79 −2.74 −2.45 −2.27 −2.14 −2.00
F −12.92 −12.87 −12.79 −12.67 −12.43 −12.16 −11.93 −11.93 −11.77 −11.65 −12.05 −12.02
Ne −5.09 −4.98 −4.84 −4.65 −4.33 −4.03 −3.77 −3.73 −3.44 −3.26 −3.15 −3.06
Na −6.70 −6.58 −6.44 −6.25 −5.93 −5.62 −5.36 −5.33 −5.05 −4.87 −4.76 −4.62
Mg −5.40 −5.30 −5.18 −5.00 −4.70 −4.40 −4.15 −4.10 −3.80 −3.62 −3.50 −3.40
Al −6.37 −6.27 −6.15 −5.97 −5.67 −5.37 −5.12 −5.06 −4.76 −4.58 −4.45 −4.32
Si −4.81 −4.79 −4.76 −4.69 −4.55 −4.35 −4.16 −4.13 −3.91 −3.76 −3.66 −3.52
P −7.26 −7.20 −7.12 −7.00 −6.76 −6.49 −6.26 −6.21 −5.92 −5.76 −5.64 −5.48
S −5.16 −5.15 −5.13 −5.10 −5.02 −4.89 −4.74 −4.69 −4.43 −4.29 −4.19 −4.04
Cl −7.87 −7.85 −7.83 −7.77 −7.65 −7.47 −7.29 −7.25 −7.01 −6.85 −6.74 −6.57
Ar −5.94 −5.93 −5.92 −5.88 −5.80 −5.67 −5.52 −5.46 −5.19 −5.05 −4.94 −4.78
K −8.19 −8.17 −8.14 −8.09 −7.96 −7.78 −7.60 −7.55 −7.29 −7.13 −7.01 −6.83
Ca −6.10 −6.09 −6.08 −6.04 −5.96 −5.84 −5.69 −5.64 −5.38 −5.25 −5.15 −5.00
Sc −10.80 −10.78 −10.74 −10.68 −10.53 −10.33 −10.13 −10.08 −9.80 −9.63 −9.51 −9.32
Ti −7.85 −7.83 −7.81 −7.76 −7.64 −7.47 −7.29 −7.29 −7.21 −7.14 −7.09 −7.09
V −8.61 −8.61 −8.61 −8.60 −8.59 −8.55 −8.51 −8.48 −8.30 −8.21 −8.16 −8.05
Cr −6.53 −6.52 −6.52 −6.51 −6.49 −6.44 −6.38 −6.36 −6.20 −6.10 −6.05 −5.96
Mn −6.46 −6.47 −6.47 −6.49 −6.54 −6.66 −6.95 −6.92 −6.75 −6.66 −6.63 −6.53
Fe −4.50 −4.50 −4.50 −4.50 −4.50 −4.50 −4.50 −4.50 −4.50 −4.50 −4.50 −4.50
Co −7.39 −7.40 −7.40 −7.41 −7.43 −7.49 −7.59 −7.60 −7.65 −7.66 −7.66 −7.94
Ni −5.26 −5.26 −5.27 −5.28 −5.33 −5.44 −5.72 −5.72 −5.72 −5.76 −5.78 −5.86
Cu −9.97 −9.96 −9.93 −9.88 −9.75 −9.58 −9.40 −9.40 −9.41 −9.36 −9.31 −9.68
Zn −8.84 −8.82 −8.79 −8.73 −8.59 −8.41 −8.21 −8.23 −8.29 −8.32 −8.30 −8.73
Note. — The values are the logarithmic number density of each element relative to hydrogen. All heavy elements are scaled so that the resultant [Fe/H] equals 0.
† Mg/Fe ≡ 10[Mg/Fe].
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TABLE 5
Elemental abundance pattern for different mixtures of SN Ia and SN II: Woosley & Weaver (1995)
Mg/Fe† 1/10 1/8 1/6 1/4 1/2 1 2 4 5.280 6 8 10
(r,Mmin/M⊙) (0.582, 10) (0.513, 10) (0.427, 10) (0.318, 10) (0.174, 10) (0.084, 10) (0.032, 10) (0.005, 10) (0, 10) (0, 13.73) (0, 20.57) (0, 24.49)
C −4.57 −4.49 −4.38 −4.22 −3.94 −3.65 −3.34 −3.04 −2.96 −2.91 −2.89 −2.85
N −5.27 −5.15 −5.01 −4.81 −4.49 −4.18 −3.87 −3.56 −3.47 −3.47 −3.41 −3.34
O −3.96 −3.86 −3.73 −3.55 −3.25 −2.95 −2.64 −2.33 −2.25 −2.15 −2.03 −1.99
F −8.46 −8.34 −8.20 −8.00 −7.68 −7.37 −7.06 −6.75 −6.66 −6.60 −6.49 −6.39
Ne −4.95 −4.84 −4.70 −4.51 −4.19 −3.88 −3.57 −3.26 −3.18 −3.10 −3.00 −2.89
Na −6.60 −6.48 −6.34 −6.14 −5.82 −5.52 −5.20 −4.90 −4.81 −4.75 −4.67 −4.54
Mg −5.40 −5.30 −5.18 −5.00 −4.70 −4.40 −4.09 −3.79 −3.70 −3.62 −3.50 −3.40
Al −6.32 −6.22 −6.10 −5.92 −5.61 −5.31 −5.00 −4.70 −4.61 −4.52 −4.36 −4.26
Si −4.75 −4.71 −4.65 −4.56 −4.36 −4.13 −3.85 −3.57 −3.48 −3.43 −3.43 −3.60
P −7.07 −6.99 −6.88 −6.72 −6.44 −6.15 −5.85 −5.55 −5.46 −5.38 −5.28 −5.33
S −5.07 −5.04 −4.99 −4.91 −4.73 −4.50 −4.23 −3.95 −3.87 −3.83 −3.89 −4.21
Cl −7.51 −7.43 −7.32 −7.17 −6.89 −6.60 −6.29 −5.99 −5.91 −5.86 −5.83 −6.14
Ar −5.85 −5.82 −5.77 −5.68 −5.49 −5.26 −4.99 −4.71 −4.62 −4.60 −4.66 −5.00
K −7.79 −7.71 −7.60 −7.44 −7.15 −6.86 −6.56 −6.26 −6.17 −6.19 −6.19 −6.55
Ca −6.03 −6.01 −5.97 −5.89 −5.72 −5.51 −5.25 −4.98 −4.89 −4.88 −4.98 −5.26
Sc −10.16 −10.06 −9.93 −9.75 −9.45 −9.15 −8.84 −8.54 −8.45 −8.41 −8.33 −8.61
Ti −7.85 −7.83 −7.81 −7.76 −7.64 −7.47 −7.25 −7.00 −6.92 −6.92 −6.91 −6.95
V −8.60 −8.59 −8.58 −8.56 −8.51 −8.42 −8.28 −8.09 −8.02 −8.02 −7.98 −7.96
Cr −6.53 −6.53 −6.53 −6.52 −6.51 −6.48 −6.42 −6.33 −6.30 −6.30 −6.30 −6.30
Mn −6.45 −6.45 −6.45 −6.45 −6.46 −6.47 −6.50 −6.55 −6.58 −6.59 −6.56 −6.51
Fe −4.50 −4.50 −4.50 −4.50 −4.50 −4.50 −4.50 −4.50 −4.50 −4.50 −4.50 −4.50
Co −7.36 −7.35 −7.34 −7.32 −7.26 −7.15 −6.99 −6.79 −6.72 −6.66 −6.58 −6.53
Ni −5.23 −5.23 −5.23 −5.22 −5.20 −5.15 −5.08 −4.95 −4.91 −5.18 −5.23 −5.36
Cu −8.70 −8.59 −8.45 −8.26 −7.94 −7.63 −7.32 −7.01 −6.93 −6.83 −6.69 −6.65
Zn −8.07 −7.96 −7.83 −7.65 −7.34 −7.03 −6.72 −6.42 −6.33 −6.23 −6.06 −6.00
Note. — The values are the logarithmic number density of each element relative to hydrogen. All heavy elements are scaled so that the resultant [Fe/H] equals 0.
† Mg/Fe ≡ 10[Mg/Fe].
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Fig. 14.— Measurements of Fe and Mg abundances of our sam-
ple quasars from Fe II and Mg II emission lines, based on our pho-
toionization calculations using the SN heavy-element abundance
pattern (Table 4) from the SN II yields of Nomoto et al. (1997a).
Top: The calculated grid of the (Mg/Fe, [Fe/H]) abundance pair
overlaid on the EW(Mg II)c versus EW(Fe II) diagram. The gray
grid is based on additional calculations placing more weight on
massive progenitor (see text). The measured EW(Mg II)c of our
SDSS quasars, which have been corrected for the density effect, are
shown by gray dots. Middle: Histogram of the logarithmic abun-
dance ratio [Mg/Fe] with a bin size of 0.1 dex. Bottom: Histogram
of metallicity [Fe/H] with a bin size of 0.1 dex.
rived distributions of [Mg/Fe] (middle panel) and [Fe/H]
(bottom panel) for our sample of SDSS quasars. Typ-
ical uncertainties of the measured [Mg/Fe] and [Fe/H]
are estimated to be 0.27 dex and 0.32 dex, respectively,
from the error propagation of the measurement errors on
EW(Mg II) and EW(Fe II). With no alternative methods
reported previously, this conversion is the first attempt
to reliably extract the abundance information from the
emission lines of metals.
6.3. Evolution of [Mg/Fe] and [Fe/H]
The goal of this study is to constrain the star forma-
tion history in the Universe from the chemical evolution
of quasar host galaxies. In contrast with previous studies,
in which the Mg II/Fe II flux ratio is used as the Mg/Fe
abundance ratio, our proposed method allows measure-
Fig. 15.—Measurements of Fe and Mg abundances of our sample
quasars from Fe II and Mg II emission lines. The same as Figure
14, but with the SN heavy-element abundance pattern (Table 5)
from the SN II yields of Woosley & Weaver (1995).
ment of the Mg/Fe abundance ratio, enabling direct com-
parison with theoretical chemical evolution models. Fig-
ure 16 (top panel) shows the result of [Mg/Fe] as a func-
tion of redshift for our SDSS quasars plotted in Figure 14.
The mean values of the derived [Mg/Fe] abundance ratios
in each redshift bin (∆z = 0.15) are indicated by filled
boxes. The error bars indicate
√
σ2 − σ2mes, where σ is
the standard deviation of the derived [Mg/Fe] abundance
ratios in each redshift bin and σmes is the measurement
error of [Mg/Fe] estimated in the previous subsection.
Therefore, they represent systematic errors of the cover-
ing factor and the parameters listed in Table 3. Given
that a lot of parameters are fixed to the fiducial values,
the derived error bars are so small that support the valid-
ity of our assumptions. The SN II yields of Nomoto et al.
(1997a) are used in the figure, but it should be noted that
even if those of Woosley & Weaver (1995) are used, the
result remains almost the same except for a small offset
in [Mg/Fe]. Figure 16 (bottom panel) shows the result
of [Fe/H] as a function of redshift, in the same way as
[Mg/Fe].
In the figure, shown by curves are the chemical evolu-
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(tIa, zf) = (1, 10)
(tIa, zf) = (1, 5)
(tIa, zf) = (1−3, 10)
(tIa, zf) = (1−3, 5)
(tIa, zf) = (0.1−3, 10)
(tIa, zf) = (0.1−3, 5)
Fig. 16.— Comparison of various chemical evolution models with derived [Mg/Fe] abundance ratios (top panel) and [Fe/H] abundance
ratios (bottom panel) as a function of redshift for our sample of SDSS quasars. The mean values and
√
σ2 − σ2mes of the derived [Mg/Fe]
and [Fe/H] abundance ratios in each redshift bin (∆z = 0.15) are indicated by filled boxes and error bars, respectively. The overplotted
curves are the chemical evolution models of quasar host galaxies for several prescriptions of the SN Ia lifetime and the star formation epoch.
Note that the jagged pattern at z . 1 in each model is artificial due to the finite time steps in the model calculations. In the inset, a
chi-squared value is plotted as a function of the covering factor for each of the chemical evolution models, and the adopted covering factor
of 0.13 in this study is indicated by a vertical dotted line. Note that the SN II yields of Nomoto et al. (1997a) are used to derive [Mg/Fe]
and [Fe/H].
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tion models of quasar host galaxies with an initial burst
of star formation and the time-invariant Salpeter IMF
(for details, see Yoshii et al. 1998). Three types of the SN
Ia lifetime are considered: a single lifetime model with
tIa = 1 Gyr, a box-shaped tIa distribution model with 1–3
Gyr (Yoshii et al. 1996), and a power-law tIa distribution
model with g(tIa) ∝ t
−0.1
Ia for 0.1–3 Gyr (Totani et al.
2008). For each of these three types, two values of the
initial star formation redshift are considered: zf = 5 and
10. In general, the [Mg/Fe] ratio is initially maintained
at a level as high as +0.5 dex, reflecting the [Mg/Fe] ra-
tio of the SN II ejecta averaged with the time-invariant
Salpeter IMF, and then the onset of SNe Ia with the
enhanced Fe supply causes a sudden fall and rise of theo-
retical curves of [Mg/Fe] and [Fe/H], respectively. After
SNe Ia have ended their lives, a significant number of
metal-poor intermediate-mass stars, which were formed
initially from the metal-deficient gas with high [Mg/Fe]
of pure SN II origin, start to lose their envelope mass in
the the surrounding gas. This can be seen as upward turn
of [Mg/Fe] and downward turn of [Fe/H] at z ∼ 2 − 3.
Since the effect of mass loss becomes small with z, the
theoretical curves of [Mg/Fe] and [Fe/H] eventually reach
their respective constant levels at z < 1.
The most important thing to note from Figure 16 is
that our measurements of [Mg/Fe] and [Fe/H] at redshift
below z < 2 lie along the theoretical curves. This means
that unless the effect of later mass loss is taken into ac-
count in the models, the theoretical curves will continue
to fall in [Mg/Fe] and rise in [Fe/H] with decreasing z
and become unable to agree with our measurements at
z < 2. Therefore, the result in Figure 16 strongly sug-
gests that the mass loss of intermediate-mass stars did
occur in quasars.
Another point to note is that the predictions at z > 2
largely differ from model to model, although they tend
to converge at z < 2. From the inset diagram of Figure
16 (top panel), we may safely say that the three models
adopting (tIa, zf)=(1–3, 5), (1–3, 10) and (0.1–3, 5) are
rejected because χ2 values of those models are clearly
larger than the other models. However, the convergence
of models at low redshift prevents us from distinguishing
which is the best model in the remaining three mod-
els from our sample of SDSS quasars. For this reason,
high-redshift data are vitally important to overcome the
indistinguishability among the models at z < 2. In the
forthcoming paper, we will give a more complete discus-
sion on the chemical evolution of the Universe by also
analyzing the available Fe II/Mg II data at z > 2.
Comparing our result with chemical evolution studies
using other kind of objects, such as damped Lyman-α
(DLA) absorbers, is also of interest. As can be seen from
Figure 6 in Rafelski et al. (2012), the metallicity of DLA
is sub-solar and decreases with increasing redshift, both
of which are quite different from our result. However,
it is not surprising given that BLR clouds and DLA ab-
sorbers are totally different objects; the former likely re-
side in elliptical galaxies, while the latter are likely associ-
ated with star-forming galaxies. The difference between
their host galaxies and star formation histories may ac-
count for the different behavior of chemical evolution.
On the other hand, several studies indicate that sub-
DLAs appear to be metal rich. For example, Figure 11
Fig. 17.— Dependence of metallicity on (a) black hole mass and
(b) the Eddington ratio. The contours indicate local data point
densities with a grid size of ∆ = 0.01 dex.
in Som et al. (2015) indicates that the sub-DLA metal-
licity is super-solar at z < 1, which is consistent with
our result. It is interesting to note that Chartas et al.
(2013) observed 21 quasars, which are known to contain
sub-DLAs in their spectra, with the Chandra X-ray ob-
servatory. They found possible X-ray emission within
∼ 1′′ of the background quasar in six cases. Both of
these results suggest that sub-DLAs may be associated
with AGNs. Further investigation on this aspect would
give insights into galaxy evolution.
It remains, however, a challenge for future research to
investigate the systematic errors of our new abundance
diagnostics. In particular, the assumptions worthy of
mention for the fiducial quantities of a typical BLR cloud
include the gas density of 1011 cm−3 and the covering
factor of 0.13. The fiducial gas density determines an
anchor point of the grid shown in Figures 14 and 15 in
a vertical direction, resulting in a systematic error for
[Mg/Fe]. On the other hand, the fiducial covering factor
determines an anchor point of the grid in a diagonal di-
rection, resulting in systematic errors for both [Mg/Fe]
and [Fe/H]. It should be noted, however, that the cov-
ering factor changes the estimated [Mg/Fe] and [Fe/H]
in the opposite direction, and is uniquely determined by
comparing the chemical evolution models at low redshift.
Improving the accuracy of these estimates would require
analysis of other emission lines together with Fe II and
Mg II, which would make it possible to more fully inves-
tigate the chemical evolution of the Universe with quasar
emission lines.
6.4. Black hole mass and metallicity
There has been a growing interest in a relationship be-
tween black hole mass and other quasar properties. We
have checked whether the metallicity, measured by our
method, depends on black hole mass or not. The result
is shown in Figure 17. Evidently, apparent correlation is
not confirmed. We also plot the metallicity against the
Eddington ratio, but the result is similar. Several au-
thors report the existence of correlations between these
quantities and the N V/C IV flux ratio, which is fre-
quently used as an indicator of BLR metallicity (e.g.,
Shemmer et al. 2004, Matsuoka et al. 2011). Investigat-
ing the difference between their result and ours is beyond
the scope of this paper, but it may be due to the density
dependence of N V and/or C IV, or different origination
between highly ionized lines such as N V and C IV and
less highly ionized lines such as Fe II.
7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
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For the purpose of inventing abundance diagnostics for
a BLR cloud, we selected 17,432 quasars from the SDSS
DR7 data and analyzed their Mg II and Fe II emission
lines. In addition to their emission-line strengths, we
measured their black hole masses and Eddington ratios.
As a result, an anticorrelation was found to exist between
the Mg II/Fe II flux ratio and the Eddington ratio; this
is largely due to the anticorrelation between the Mg II
line strength and the Eddington ratio.
How and where Mg II and Fe II emission lines are cre-
ated in a BLR cloud was investigated by photoioniza-
tion calculations using Cloudy. Taking into account
the results of recent reverberation mapping studies, our
calculations show that Mg II and Fe II are created in
different regions of a BLR cloud. This indicates that the
Mg II/Fe II flux ratio depends not only on the Mg/Fe
abundance ratio but also on other non-abundance pa-
rameters. Therefore, the Mg II/Fe II flux ratio corrected
for the non-abundance parameter has to be used for the
abundance diagnostics.
In order to identify the main cause that accounts for
the observed trends of the Mg II and Fe II emission-
line strengths, extensive calculations were carried out
by varying each of the non-abundance parameters in
Cloudy, such as BLR gas density, column density, SED
of the incident continuum, and microturbulence. It was
found that the observed trends can be reproduced solely
by changing the BLR gas density. We have thus con-
cluded that the trend of Mg II/Fe II with the Eddington
ratio for our sample of SDSS quasars requires the exis-
tence of anticorrelation between the BLR gas density and
the Eddington ratio.
Accordingly, Mg II/Fe II corrected for the density ef-
fect should reflect the abundance ratio more directly. To
confirm this expectation, the corrected EW(Mg II)c ver-
sus EW(Fe II) diagram is compared with calculations
fromCloudy, where the Mg/Fe abundance ratio and the
metallicity [Fe/H] are varied with other non-abundance
parameters fixed to their fiducial values for the baseline
model of a BLR cloud. It is found that the data in
the diagram are distributed within the calculated grid of
Mg/Fe and [Fe/H] for their reasonable respective ranges.
This indicates that our abundance diagnostics works well
for a BLR cloud, and more reliable estimates of the gas
density and covering factor for a BLR cloud further en-
hance the accuracy of the resultant estimates of abun-
dance parameter values.
For our sample of SDSS quasars at z < 2, we have
derived [Mg/Fe] ∼ −0.2 and [Fe/H] ∼ +0.5 on the av-
erage, which more or less agrees with chemical evolu-
tion models in which the effect of mass loss from initially
formed metal-poor intermediate-mass stars is explicitly
taken into account. These models, although tending to
converge at z < 2, predict the diversity in [Mg/Fe] at
z > 2. Therefore, high-redshift data are essential for dis-
tinguishing the best model from many plausible ones at
z < 2. We will discuss this in the forthcoming paper.
Finally, we have compared the derived [Fe/H] with
black hole mass and the Eddington ratio. Contrary to
the earlier studies using the N V/C IV flux ratio as an
indicator of BLR metallicity, no apparent correlation be-
tween them is confirmed. Although investing the origin
of the difference is beyond the scope of this paper, it may
be due to the density dependence of N V and/or C IV, or
different origination between highly ionized lines such as
N V and C IV and less highly ionized lines such as Fe II.
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